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I am a graphic designer, art director & photographer. I 
have worked in advertising, marketing, graphic design, 
computer game design and photography since 1985. I have 
a strong background in art direction and copywriting, brand 
conception and launches, presentation design, editorial 
design, concept development, photography and post-
production, business to business and business to consumer 

communications. I have created and published applications 
for iPad and iPhone, published my own magazine, developed 
websites since 1996 and worked with international 
corporations and NGOs as a freelance creative consultant 
for over two decades. I have a solid reputation for problem-
solving, and delivering world-class results on time and in 
exceptionally short time-frames. 

Additional links: instagram.com/brienzergrat  |  brienzergrat.com  |  instagram.com/beenmagazine  |  beenmagazine.com

HIGHLIGHTS

• Ten years international advertising agency experience as art director and creative director.

• Twenty years as independent creative consultant in print and digital marketing, advertising, multimedia, entertainment 
industry, Internet and mobile application design and production.

• Print and digital publishing, magazine/editorial design and content creation/curation experience.

• Extensive experience developing and executing presentations, pitch decks, brand concepts, business plans, marketing 
strategies, brand guidelines and style guides.

• Conceptual design, interface and environment design, copywriting and hands-on production for print, video and 
interactive media.

• Professional photographer shooting hotels, restaurants and real estate for over 15 years.

• Staffing, teaching, instruction and training, team leadership and management experience.

• Fluent in Adobe Creative Suite and most design and production software.

• International experience includes work in UK, USA, UA., Kenya, Zambia, Switzerland.

Education:  HND Visual Communications
  North East Wales Institute of Design.  
  Graduated 1985.
Passport:  United Kingdom
Residence:  Switzerland, Residence Permit B
Languages:  English, Basic German

Linkedin.com/in/andy5
Facebook.com/andydaviesdesign
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The Bowery is the oldest thoroughfare on Manhattan Island. 

From its historic roots, and seedy past, today The Bowery and 

the adjacent NOLITA neighborhood are thriving, hip, and 

happening places. Built in 1909, 225 Bowery was the street’s 

tallest building, the largest purpose-built Bowery lodging 

house. It provided shelter for thousands over the years and 

today provides a landmark opportunity for an original hotel 

development.

Provenance Hotels proposes to build upon its track record 

of  high-profile original hotels with a landmark building 

renovation and brand launch.

Our hands-on approach, attention to every detail and 

comprehensive operational strategy deliver proven success in 

bottom line results and guest retention.

In 225 Bowery, we see a significant opportunity for creative 

branding, performance, guest satisfaction and financial 

return. The area is perfectly suited for our signature 

Provenance Hotels’ approach.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A STORIED HISTORY. A LANDMARK OPPORTUNITY.

the hotel business is evolving...

PRESENTATION/PITCH DECK DESIGNS
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Stefan Camenzind at the Evolution offices in Zürich. 

Intelligent

design.

“As an architect, I live by people 
feeling good in spaces, feeling that this 

is for them. This is the glove that fits 
their hand. That gives me satisfaction, 

that’s why I get up in the morning.”

Stefan 
Camenzind,
Zürich, 
Switzerland.  
Founder, Executive Director, 

Evolution Design. Award-

winning Zürich-based design and 

architecture office.
Cocoon, office building, Tiefenbrunnen, Zürich. Photo © Nick Brändli.

11 7372

Some of her more recent pieces use 

mathematical tiling (Penrose Tiling, to 

be precise) to create never-repeating 

patterns. Some of these works are mind-

boggling in scope. Bearing in mind 

that Julia, her husband and often a 

team of assistants have to laser cut 

the layers, but cannot allow the laser 

cutter to ‘complete’ the cut, as the 

heat generated would cause the paper 

to burn. Each tiny hole, sometimes many 

thousands per layer or artwork, have to 

be manually pushed out carefully by a 

steady hand with a craft knife. As Julia 

puts it, some of these works require 

“months of work and tears.”

But, after all the work, “to see that 

work out there, in an exhibition space, 

sometimes as an artist you just want to 

be seen. It’s not about money or fame. 

You just want people to see the work and 

you can’t always have everybody pop into 

the studio. It’s very satisfying.”

She’d love to explore very large scale 

works either in paper or other mediums, 

but “I’d have to find a space to show 

it, not in my studio!”  

She’s currently working on new pieces that 

involve cut maps and topography lines, 

another obsession. 

“There’s so much inspiration in the design 

and art world, art, typography, and 

recently a hobby obsession with ceramics. 

Embroidery and bead work, ornament and 

adornment, all that really complex stuff 

gets me going. I think about the color 

use and the intricacy and it translates 

differently for me, I find this kind of 

intensity of detail in all sorts of areas, 

and that’s what drives me.”

Her studio in the heart of Abu Dhabi is 

full of patterns, self-made pieces and 

acquired pieces that inspire her. Her work 

is a remarkable accomplishment thus far, 

technically and aesthetically, but she 

continues to push the envelope, testing 

the limits of her technical skills, her 

patience, and, well, time. I realized, 

about halfway through our chat, how 

much time might actually go into the 

many pieces she had around the place, 

in various stages of experimentation 

or completion. The time she’d given me 

was a precious commodity, of which she 

has little to spare, given the work and 

patience required for each piece.

“I have days when I wonder what on earth 

I’m doing.” She tells me. “I’m not a 

patient person at all. Something like 

this, you know you have to make it then 

you find the patience.”

Julia has a solo show online at Jonathan 

Levine Projects (jonathanlevineprojects.

com), from April 3rd to May 3rd, 2019. 

/juliaibbiniart @juliaibbini Abu Dhabi, UAE ibbini.com

Surrounded by Areas of Natural 

Beauty in rural Kent, just 

about two hours from the heart 

of London, Nick Veasey is 

talking to me from The Process 

Gallery, Nick’s studio, x-ray 

lab, darkroom and contemporary 

art gallery. The gallery itself 

has won architectural awards, 

and serves as a showroom for 

Nick’s incredible work as well 

as exhibiting other contemporary 

artists. It’s a great example 

of Nick’s approach to his 

work, technically brilliant, 

consummately creative and 

anything but the norm.

Passionate about photography 

since he was a child, Nick is 

entirely self-taught. He’d 

worked in print shops and in 

advertising agencies for some 

years before he began to develop 

a photography portfolio, just 

at the beginning of the digital 

era. He loved experimental work, 

so much so that his portfolio 

rarely contained anything that 

was recognizable. It “had to be 

so weird that you didn’t know 

what it was.” It didn’t really 

deliver much in the way of work 

until his then girlfriend Zoë 

(now his wife), while working for 

a television show called The Big 

Breakfast, told him they wanted 

an x-ray of a cola can, and he 

had just 24 hours to do it. 

38 39Landrover, 2018
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Fuck
cancer.

Jim and A Big Bowl of Chemotherapies (And One Zofran), 2013. 

Jim Riswold,
Portland, 
Oregon.  

Artist.

“It’s not about 
surviving. It’s 
about living.”

The People’s Liberation Army Goes Shopping (For a Jeff Koons Balloon Dog), 2015-2016.

Jim Riswold is a funny guy. He 

shouldn’t be. According to some 

oncologists, he should have been 

dead 15 years ago. But he found an 

oncologist that liked him. Award-

winning creative director of Wieden + 

Kennedy for 26 years, Jim created many 

of their most memorable campaigns for 

Nike and was inducted into The One 

Club Creative Hall of Fame in 2013. He 

quit the agency in 2005 after he was 

diagnosed with leukemia to focus full-

time on being a contemporary artist 

instead. A fake one. (His words). He’s 

had numerous gallery shows including; 

How to Laugh at Nazis (2017); The 

War to End All Wars That Fucked Up 

and Didn’t End Wars (2011); Art for 

Oncologists (2013); Göring’s Lunch 

(2006), Undignified, at the Hallie Ford 

Museum of Art, Willamette University, 

Salem, Oregon as well 

as published a book, 

Hitler Saved My 

Life, Regan 

Arts, New 

York, 2017. 

The book 

is his 

journey 

through 

the pain and 

indignity of cancer 

treatments (not just one type of cancer, 

but two) and is as hilarious as it is 

heartfelt and deeply personal. Julie* 

(Portland writer and fellow alumni of 

the same oncology center) loved it, so 

that tells me he’s on to something. The 

rest of this is Jim’s own words, which 

I think tell you more about Jim than I 

could hope to. His words are also a lot 

funnier, even the ones about Hitler.

*Julie Whipple. Author of Crash Course, 2018, the story of the crash and subsequent investigation of United flight 173 in Portland, Oregon in 1978.

57

80

A thousand

words.

Vince Kamp, 
London, England

Artist 

“It’s almost always the story first, but 
that story might be sparked into life by 

something I see when I’m out and about, 
something I read in an article, it might 

be a conversation I have or overhear, or 
a song. It can come from anywhere.”

In the studio. Photo by Iain Crockart.
Right: Cuts & Bruises, 2017.

81
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It was also through Vali that I met It was also through Vali that I met 

many of my other subjects, including many of my other subjects, including 

Ira Cohen, Chris Stein, Paul Huf and Ira Cohen, Chris Stein, Paul Huf and 

George Plimpton.George Plimpton.

I feel very privileged to know these I feel very privileged to know these 

remarkable people who live their remarkable people who live their 

lives as they want to without making lives as they want to without making 

any concessions to what others any concessions to what others 

think, or how things “ought to be.” think, or how things “ought to be.” 

That’s probably what appealed to me That’s probably what appealed to me 

as a child. My upbringing was full as a child. My upbringing was full 

of love but when I saw Ed standing of love but when I saw Ed standing 

on that bridge, I felt that there was on that bridge, I felt that there was 

more than the life my parents lived. more than the life my parents lived. 

Thanks to my photography I’m able to Thanks to my photography I’m able to 

travel to new places and meet people travel to new places and meet people 

who are not living an average life.who are not living an average life.

Since Vali died, I visit Gianni Since Vali died, I visit Gianni 

once in a while and admire the way once in a while and admire the way 

he lives his hard life. I feel a he lives his hard life. I feel a 

deep respect for the way Gianni deep respect for the way Gianni 

continually fights to save the continually fights to save the 

valley from developers who are valley from developers who are 

trying to destroy this wonderful trying to destroy this wonderful 

wild, natural place.”wild, natural place.”

Marco returned to Italy for more Marco returned to Italy for more 

than two decades, photographing than two decades, photographing 

Vali and then Gianni, and recently Vali and then Gianni, and recently 

published a selection of those published a selection of those 

photographs accompanied by excerpts photographs accompanied by excerpts 

from Vali’s letters.from Vali’s letters.

The box set ‘Running Before the The box set ‘Running Before the 

Wind’ contains two volumes: one Wind’ contains two volumes: one 

featuring Marco’s photographs featuring Marco’s photographs 

beside Vali’s handwritten comments, beside Vali’s handwritten comments, 

and the other a collection of and the other a collection of 

Vali’s thoughts on life and nature Vali’s thoughts on life and nature 

selected by Gianni. The limited selected by Gianni. The limited 

edition volumes of the book  edition volumes of the book  

already sold out, but the already sold out, but the 

unlimited edition is now available. unlimited edition is now available. 

For more on the book, visit For more on the book, visit 

runningbeforethewind.com. runningbeforethewind.com. 

14 15Paul Huf, photographer, Amsterdam, 1999.Paul Huf, photographer, Amsterdam, 1999./marco.bakker.319/marco.bakker.319Edam, NetherlandsEdam, Netherlandsmarcobakker.commarcobakker.com

Cover illustration: Viktor 

Koen, 2019. Thank you: Les Barany, Marina & Udi,  

Viktor, TK (Up Mag) and Hanna in New York. Ste 

Drayton in Manchester. Helene, Laurent, Sasha and 

Jamie in Neuchâtel. Davis & Julie, John and Domino 

in Portland. Dave, Claire & Martin in N. Wales. Marco 

Bakker in Edam, Alex in Amsterdam. Carmen, Tanya, 

Matthias in Zürich. Till and Jen in California. Nick 

& Vivian in London.

Readers, followers and friends, we appreciate every 

click, every like and every purchase. Been Magazine 

depends on you to spread the word and grow into 

something amazing. Thank you for checking it out. 

We’d love to hear what you think. Please drop us a 

line at feedback@beenmagazine.com. 

To the magazine and book stores in New York, Portland, 

London, Oakland, Amsterdam, Zürich and more who 

have encouraged and supported this magazine since 

day one, thank you. Keep doing what you do!

Been Magazine | 99 Madison Avenue | Suite 5024 | New York, NY 10016 | tel: 212 920 4678 | iwant@beenmagazine.com
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Daniel & Markus Freitag 
Zürich, Switzerland 

Founders

“Other designers produce 
sketches – our designers 

create bags. One after the 
other with a sharp knife at 

the ready. Each one is unique 
because there is not another 

one like it in the world.”

26

made.

Swiss

Photo: 
Roland 

Taennier

8 9

Parallel

Lines.

Chris Stein portrait by Marco Bakker, marcobakker.com

Chris Stein,
New York City. 
Co-founded Blondie in 1974. 

Photographer, documenting New 

York City since the early days 

of CBGBs and the punk era to 

the present day.

“I’m glad I got to live in a New York 
that was closer in tone to a 

hundred years ago than where 
we are now in the digital age.”

Debbie Harry, New York, 1977.

Marco Bakker
Edam, 

Netherlands 
PhotographerPhotographer

8 9

Marco Bakker is a self-taught 

photographer based in Edam, 

Netherlands. His love of 

photography began at a very 

early age. As a child, around 

the age of 12 to 15, he had one 

of his first cameras and started 

to develop films and make prints 

in a darkroom set up in the 

bathroom of his home. 

Photography to Marco is about 

going places and meeting people, 

which not uncoincidentally, is 

exactly the premise of this 

magazine. His photograph of Chris 

Stein (Blondie) was featured in 

the first issue, and from finding 

that photograph, I became an 

avid follower of his work. He’s 

built his career on connections, 

from the photographer that 

originally inspired him, to 

tracking down subjects that 

intrigued him, Marco’s portraits 

— his primary subject — are 

“I was twelve, riding my bike past the 
yellow brick bridge in the center of 

Edam. At the top of the bridge, there 
he stood - photographer, Ed van der 

Elsken. He had a Leica camera hanging 
from his left shoulder, and his right arm 

around a beautiful young lady. I saw 
them standing there and I knew that I 

wanted to become a photographer.”

Ernst Fuchs, Hoorn, Netherlands, 2002.Ernst Fuchs, Hoorn, Netherlands, 2002.

36

alchemy.

design

Viktor Koen,
New York
Illustrator 

“One day I’m on a Greek 
island, the next day I’m in 
Manhattan, it’s raining and 
there’s still sand in my shoes.  
I wondered, ‘Where the hell 
have I landed?’”

36 37

Looking at his incredibly detailed 

images, you may be forgiven for 

thinking that award-winning artist 

and educator Viktor Koen is a 

complicated man. He’s not. Whether 

he’s communicating through his 

illustrations, or over a cup of 

coffee, Koen comes across with 

clear and direct messaging that, 

could only stem from his years of 

experience, teaching what he 

does as a commercial artist 

to students learning the 

trade.

In New York, he’s been 

part of the School 

of Visual Arts (SVA) 

graduate faculty 

since 2004 and 

started their 

Illustration 

Residency 

Program in 

2007.  

 

In 2018 Viktor was 

recognized with 3x3 

Magazine’s Educator of the 

Year Award. Teaching since 

the age of 27, he developed his 

signature illustration style 

for clients like The New York 

Times, Wall Street Journal, Time, 

Penguin, Random House, record 

companies, arts organizations, and 

corporate clients. He also created 

personal bodies of work and started 

exhibiting in galleries and museums 

around the world. 

Alecto, digital print, 2018
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Ready for bed? Let us bring up the 

perfect pillow to ensure a restful sleep:

  ■
   Soft

  ■
   Medium

  ■
   Firm

  ■
   Extra Firm

  ■
   U-neck

  ■
   Body

Forgot your iPod? W
e have one for 

you and it’s pre-programmed with 

genres of music to fit your every mood. 

  ■   Rock & Roll 
 

  ■   Hip Hop

  ■   Reggae  

  ■   Jazz

  ■   Blues 
 

  ■   Alternative Rock

  ■   Seattle Artists

1. Fold corners to the center. 
2. Flip over and folder corners to   
    the center again. 
3. Fold in half once each way. 
4. Put fingers in ‘pockets’.
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t h e  a r t  o f  t h e  M U R A N O  H O T E L

the art of the HOTEL DELUXE

t h e  a r t  o f  t h e  M U R A N O  H O T E L

the art of the HOTEL LUCIA
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the art of the M
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T A C O M A
N A S H V I L L E

P O R T L A N D
P O R T L A N D

S E A T T L E

books have matching glossy color strip
wrapped around base, color-coded by
hotel.

abstract/cropped
art pieces in graphic
form for covers

1H O T E L  M U R A N O :  T H E  C O L L E C T I O N 

Additional pieces on 
loan from the Gordon 
Sondland & Katherine 
Durant art collection:

Gallery Room:
Andy Warhol
Campbell’s Soup 
Can I - Vegetable 
(F&S 48), 1968
serigraph, ed 
233/250

Lobby:
Chuck Close
James , 2005
color screenprint, 
6/80

Bite Restaurant:
Eva and Franco 
Mattes
Portrait series, 2006
color digital prints
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IT ALL STARTED IN THE KITCHEN

1953 - Chuck Williams 
travels to Paris and 
discovers French cooking 
equipment he’d never 
seen in the U.S.

1954 - Purchases hardware 
store in downtown Sonoma 
and converts it into store 
specializing in French 
cookware. The first Williams-
Sonoma store is born.

1958 - Opens first San 
Francisco store two 
blocks from Union 
Square,

1972 - Launches 
Williams-Sonoma 
mail order catalog

IT STARTED WITH A PASSION FOR QUALITY

1972 - Williams-Sonoma 
Incorporates

1973 - Opens Beverly Hills 
store on Rodeo Drive. 

1976 - Mail order 
operation moves to 
Emeryville

1978 - Howard Lester 
Takes the Helm

1982 - Company 
purchases Gardeners 
Eden Catalog

1982 - WILLIAMS-
SONOMA, INC. goes 
public

A DESIRE TO DELIVER THE EXTRAORDINARY

1985 - First Hold 
Everything Store

1986 - Company acquires 
Pottery Barn.

1986 - Chuck’s first 
cookbook

1989 - Chambers 
Catalog is launched

1991 - Computerized 
wedding registries 
across all stores

1983 - First ‘Hold 
Everything’ Catalog

A BRAND BUILT ON INNOVATION FOR THE HOME

WHAT DOES LUXURY MEAN TO YOU?

IT ISN’T THE LABELS. OR THE TRADITIONAL BELLS AND WHISTLES. IT’S THE SMALL THINGS.

PRESENTATION DESIGN, WRITING



Mixing the magic of movies with historical respect and accuracy, 

EMPIRE An American Experience is uniquely positioned to attract histori-

ans, movie buffs, and the public alike. Special guest appearances by 

historians and film makers would mesmerize audiences on topics ranging 

from history to construction to movie making.  This blend of Hollywood 

and history will cater to a uniquely wide audience, 

from teenage movie fans to older historians and 

scholars. 

At strategically located positions throughout the experi-

ence, video monitors will display footage from his-

torical documentaries about the building, its con-

struction, the collision of a World War II bomber, 

famous visitors and recent renovations. Monitors will 

also display footage from behind the scenes of the 

major motion pictures that feature the building dramatically. Interactive 

kiosks provide an additional element of informative entertainment as 

people test their knowledge of the building and its dramatic history.
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•		 To	uphold	the	Empire	State	Building’s		 	
 unique and long-standing reputation   
 as a preeminent architectural icon.

•		 To	increase	attendance,	particularly		 	
 during what are now slack demand   
 periods of the day, week and season.

•		 To	attract	a	broader	range	of	visitors		 	
 than are currently drawn to the facility.

•		 To	engage	and	entertain	the	public,		 	
 creating positive association with the   
 Empire State Building.

•		 To	 make	 the	 Observatory	 the	 "must-see"		
 New York destination for residents and  
 tourists alike.

•		 To	 dramatically	 increase	 brand	 awareness		
 through a highly themed retail environment.
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